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EVIM 2018: updating EV reality
EVIM 2018: III New Mobility and EV Summit for Central and Eastern Europe is taking place in Kyiv,
Ukraine on March 1-3, 2018.
This spring for the 3rd year in a row EVIM holds this unique three-day event, world’s one of the
most important electric vehicles and new mobility summits dedicated to Central and Eastern
Europe. Again Kyiv becomes the centre of dialogue on e-mobility, new sustainable transport and
infrastructure for CEE region. Moreover EVIM Summit as one of the key and the most dynamic EV
events is creating a space for business communication and building the long term partnership.
EVIM participants, Central and Eastern Europe representatives, come to Kyiv to unite a huge area
from Baltic Sea to Balkans into one EV-without-boarders region. Automotive experts, charging
infrastructure developers, environmentalists, software specialists, architects, alternative energy
engineers, EV and sustainable business representatives gather to define a road map for sustainable
mobility industry in the countries of the region.
The program of the summit will contain plenary and panel sessions, presentations, exhibition
during the summit, test drives, start-ups and research programs, program for designers, book
presentations, art project, youth program and many other.
The second day of the event will be held in a partnership with EcoDrive exhibition in Kyiv. This
cooperation brings to the participants of both events a great opportunity to learn and observe
more on the EVs, sustainable and active mobility, getting new exciting experience on test drives.
The third day of the summit is SSIDD Conference 2018 Kyiv dedicated to the development of
sustainable city infrastructure which is human and nature friendly. The best practices, projects
implementation, and engineering solutions for urban planning and city development will be
presented.
The EVIM is continuing updating reality of EV and new mobility in CEE region, starting from the
first EV Summit in Ukraine the EVIM Ukraine 2016, which has become a breakthrough point for
electric mobility of Ukraine and Poland, engaging more EV enthusiasts and businesses from both
countries to act more confidently. The tradition was continued to Warsaw, Poland in autumn 2016
and in Kyiv, Ukraine in the spring of 2017 where EVIM EV Summit was held again with the
numerous of participants and guests from several countries of the world.
Learn more about EVIM Summit 2018 http://evim.greenclinicglobal.com/evim-ev-summit-2018/
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